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Abstract

Large venue events present inherent risks, both natural and man-made, for spectators and players alike. Lightning frequency and location is one of the most difficult hazards to forecast. This research investigates cloud-to-ground lightning strikes that occurred within 15 miles of the 81 NCAA football stadiums within the Southeast region of the United States. The domain of the study covers an area of the Mid-South from the Gulf of Mexico north to southern Illinois and from eastern Texas east to western Georgia. Using the NCAA policy on lightning as a guideline, probabilities of risk from lightning were found at various radii from each stadium during the time of day and year in which NCAA football games are played. Additionally, the average delay time due to lightning and near-stadium strike lead times were investigated. While individual stadium statistics were calculated, entire study area and latitudinal divisions are presented temporarily.
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Introduction

Weather related hazards pose a unique risk for spectators and participants at large outdoor venues. In particular, lightning claims the lives of approximately 54 people in the United States every year. 45% of these lightning fatalities occur in open areas such as sports fields [1]. While some fatalities may occur in small isolated fields or stadiums, a lightning strike during an event at a large venue could be devastating on a much grander scale. College football stadiums comprise some of the most popular large venues in the Mid-South and Southeast, which are also prone to high numbers of lightning strikes [2]. Therefore, this research focuses specifically on lightning strikes near National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) football stadiums in the Mid-South and Southeast. On average of about 25 million lightning strikes hit the ground in the United States every year [3]. Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and Arkansas (four states in the domain of this research) rank within the top five states in terms of average strike density. For instance, Louisiana ranks second in strike density with an average of 19.7 strikes per square mile [4]. Mississippi, Alabama, and Arkansas rank third, fourth, and fifth respectively. Because of these high strike densities, the Mid-South and Southeast regions are also at high risk for lightning related deaths. Using an average taken from 2002 to 2011,

Mississippi is ranked 5th on population-weighted lightning deaths per year. Alabama is ranked 6th and Florida is ranked 8th. All of the states in this research domain are ranked in the top 20 states regarding lightning deaths per year [5]. Using data from the Center for Disease Control’s Health Statistics, Adekoya and Nolte found that a total of 374 lightning fatalities occurred between 1995 and 2000; 203 of those deaths took place in the southeastern United States [6]. However, not every lightning strike results in a fatality. The National Weather Service reports that only about 10% of lightning have been detected within six miles for at least 30 minutes [11].

Data

This research used data from the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) 2001-2011 dataset of cloud-to-ground lightning strikes (Figure 1). The NLDN began complete coverage of the United States in 1989 and is composed of 114 sensors throughout the United States [7]. As described in Orville and Huffines, the accuracy of the NLDN can vary due to the variation in distance between sensors across the United States [7]. Cummins et al. determined the mean accuracy of the NLDN to be within approximately 500m (0.31 miles) of a strike’s location [12]. The overall detection efficiency of the NLDN sensors is greater than 90% [13].
The obtained dataset spatially covers the Mid-South and a portion of the Southeast United States, which defines the chosen study domain. Strikes with signals ranging from 0-15 kA were omitted given that these values are typically associated with cloud-to-cloud lightning [14]. The domain fully encompasses 81 outdoor NCAA Division I-III stadiums (Figure 1). The coordinates of each stadium are based on the center-point of the playing surface. The typical NCAA regular football season for all stadiums spans from August 24 to November 30, so the data from that time period were isolated for analysis. During August, September, and October (Daylight Saving Time), the time period 1400-0600 GMT was used. During November (Standard Time), the time period 1500-0700 GMT was used. These times include two hours prior to the earliest game day kickoff and one hour after the end of the latest game to account for all active field time and the time required to clear the stadium after the conclusion of the contest [15].

Methods

For the purpose of this research, all lightning strikes within a 15-mile radius of each stadium center were isolated from the Mid-South and Southeast dataset. This 15-mile distance was chosen based on current NCAA rules, which come into effect at that radius. Since NCAA rules are outlined in miles, the methods for this research will be conducted using miles as well.

NCAA-based zones

Within each stadium’s 15-mile dataset, the lightning strikes were evaluated using two methods. First, NCAA-based zones were defined. According to NCAA policy, strikes 6 - 15 miles from a stadium prompts notification of on-field officials. This zone was defined as the notification zone. The delay zone was also defined by NCAA rules as a 6-mile radius. The 1-mile ring directly surrounding the stadium was isolated due to the dense concentration of tailgaters, spectators, and participants within that area and was defined as the potential disaster zone. The NCAA-based zones were used to examine the probability of different events. First, the probability of a delay was calculated by examining the notification zone for strikes. When a strike occurred in the notification zone then the delay zone would be examined for strikes in the following 30 minutes to calculate a binary answer. If a strike occurred in the delay zone in the following 30 minutes after the notification strike, an answer of yes would be assigned and searching in the delay zone would cease. The probability of a delay was calculated using Eq. 1 where \( DE \) is the total number of delay events, \( NE \) is the total number of notification events, and \( PP \) is the probability of delay.

\[
P_d = \frac{D}{N}
\]  

(1)

To avoid redundancy from the same storm, strikes within the notification zone initiating a search in the delay zone had to be at least 30 minutes apart. The average lead time between the initial notification strike
The probability of a delay, probability of a potential disaster strike, average lead time before a delay strike, average lead time before a potential disaster strike, and average delay time were analyzed both temporally and spatially using the NCAA-based zones. Through examination of the weekly climatology of lightning strikes, two sub-seasons of the football season were outlined. Season 1 comprised of August and September, while season 2 comprised of October and November. This temporal examination was performed to account for the hypothesized seasonal increase in storm motion as synoptic conditions become less benign later in the NCAA football season. Spatially, the study domain was broken into three regions: the coastal region (Coastal), the deep-south (Deep-South), and the Tennessee, Ohio, and mid-Mississippi valleys (Valley). The split between the Coastal and Deep-South regions occurred at 31° N latitude, and the split between the Deep-South and Valley regions occurred at 35°N latitude. These divisions were made to account for regional phenomenon such as sea breezes in the Coastal region and early season frontal passages in the Valley region. Temporal and spatial comparisons were performed using 95% confidence intervals.

Individual radii zones

The second method used to analyze lightning strikes near a stadium was a 1-mile radius approach. The 15-mile circular area around the stadium was divided into 1-mile concentric rings (i.e., the 1-2-mile ring, the 2-3-mile ring, through the 14-15-mile ring). In accordance to the methods in section 3.1, the area within one mile of the stadium was defined as the potential disaster zone. The probability of a potential disaster strike (Eq. 2) and the lead time before a potential disaster strike were calculated for each concentric ring. The probability of a delay (Eq. 1) and lead time before a delay strike were calculated for the 6-7-mile through the 14-15-mile concentric rings using the NCAA definition of the delay zone. In addition, the length of the delay events was calculated. Since a game delay lasts for 30 minutes past the last delay strike, scanning within the delay zone continued until there were no additional delay strikes found for that length of time. The total delay time in minutes was calculated using Eq. 3 where $T_F$ is the time of the first delay strike, $T_I$ is the time of the initial delay strike, and $DL$ is the delay length.

$$DL = (T_F - T_I) + 30 \quad (3)$$

Similar to the NCAA-based zones, statistical significance between individual radii zones was examined using 95% confidence intervals.

Spatial and temporal analyses

The probability of a delay, probability of a potential disaster strike, average lead time before a delay strike, average lead time before a potential disaster strike, and average delay time were analyzed both temporally and spatially using the same methodology as the probability of a delay. In relation to the notification zone, once a notification strike occurred, the potential disaster zone was searched for the following 30 minutes for a strike. In relation to the delay zone, the delay zone was independently searched, and when a delay strike occurred, the potential disaster zone was searched for 30 minutes. The probability of a potential disaster strike was calculated using Eq. 2 where $OE$ is the total number of outer zone events (either the notification zone or the delay zone), $PE$ is the total number potential disaster events, and $PD$ is the probability of a potential disaster strike.

$$P_D = \frac{PD}{OE}$$

(2)

The average potential disaster zone lead time was calculated for both the notification and delay zone using the same methodology as the delay zone lead time. Statistical significance between zones was examined for the variables described above using 95% confidence intervals.

Results and Discussion

The football season was split into one week segments to assess the risk of lightning within the entire study domain (Figure 3). The months of August and September both averaged more than 500,000 strikes per week. October and November averaged less than 500,000 strikes per week. Therefore, a division in the season was established to distinguish the two temporal variations in the number of strikes. In total there were 7,393,252 strikes within the study area for the football season, with 2,136,671 of those strikes (29%) occurring in the first week of the season. This highlights the enhanced lightning risk posed during the last week of August when compared to the rest of the season. When examining the season spatially, a maximum was observed along the coast, just inland of the Gulf of Mexico and southeastern Texas (Figure 4). This is attributed to increased convection due to sea breezes in the area. The other relative maximum that exists across locations such as northeastern Arkansas, southeastern Missouri, and northwestern Tennessee may be largely attributable to the 11-year study period. This short period of observations makes it possible for a series of events to affect the overall climatology. This is also seen in the temporal climatology during the week of September 21-September 27. Splitting the football season into the August and September (early season) and October and November (late season) allowed for comparison of probabilities between the first and second half of the season. No statistically significant differences existed between the two seasons for the probability of a potential disaster strike when the first strike was within six miles or when the first strike was within 6-15 miles. The probability of a delay strike when the first strike was between 6-15 miles also showed no statistically significant differences between the seasons. The lead times for potential disaster when the first strike is within 6 miles or within 6-15 miles and lead time for delay strikes when the first strike is within 6-15 miles show similar results. Like the full season statistics, the interquartile ranges of the lead times for potential disaster strikes are much larger due to the small sample size. Separating the study area into three latitudinally divided regions revealed
no statistically significant differences between the probability of delay and average lead time to a delay strike for the three regions. Additionally, no statistically significant difference using the same alpha in the probability of a potential disaster strike or lead time to a potential disaster strike existed between the regional divisions. These results show that within the domain of this research, the same NCAA guidelines are justified in being applied to the entire region and season. In order to assess the current NCAA policies, an investigation comparing the 6-15-mile radius notification zone to the 6-mile delay zone was conducted. The probability of receiving a potential disaster strike was statistically significantly greater with an alpha of 0.05 if a strike previously occurred within six miles (median of 10%) of the stadium than if a strike previously occurred within the 6-15-mile radius (median of 2%) (Figure 5). However, there was no statistically significant difference in lead time for the potential disaster strike using the same spatial definitions, despite the tendency for shorter lead times from strikes occurring within the delay zone (Figure 6). When a strike occurred in the notification zone, there was a median lead time of 18.1 minutes before a potential disaster strike. When a strike occurred within the delay zone, the median lead time was reduced to 13.5 minutes. Therefore, while a strike within the notification zone is less likely to be followed by a strike within the potential disaster zone, it does not necessarily imply a significantly greater lead time should a strike occur. Concentric rings 1-mile in width, emanating from the center-point of the stadium, were also investigated to find the probability of a delay. Based on NCAA’s rules for a delay, a strike within any of the 1-6-mile concentric rings would result in a 1.000 probability of delay. Figure 6a depicts the results for the remaining 1-mile wide rings between six and 15 miles of the stadium. As expected, the probability of delay decreases as distance from the delay zone increases. The highest probability of delay, 67.4%, exists when the first strike is detected within 6-7 miles from the stadium. The probability of delay becomes statistically significantly less at a distance of 8-9 miles from the stadium. The lowest probability, 33.3%, exists within the outermost ring, 14-15 miles from the stadium. Should a delay strike occur, Fig 6b shows the average lead times for each of these instances. The greatest median lead time (12.2 minutes) before a delay strike after notification was located in the outermost ring. To minimize official notifications while maintaining a significant lead time, the radius at which the lead time became statistically significantly was found. A statistically significant decrease occurred between the outer ring and the 9-10-mile radius ring where the median lead time was 9.7 minutes. At the 9 - 10 mile radius, the probability of delay (50.8%) would be significantly greater than the 14-15 mile radius where notification currently occurs. Within the closest ring of 6-7 miles from the stadium, the average lead time before a delay strike is 6.4 minutes.

Beyond just the probability of delay and the amount of time leading up to the delay, the total length of delay is also important to game day operations. The results indicate that regardless of where the initial strike is detected, the average length of a game delay is just over 60 minutes (Figure 6c) and is not affected by storm motion through the delay zone. The interquartile ranges of each of the rings indicate that 95% of the delays will be between 50 and 70 minutes in length. Only 2.5% of game delays will be longer than 70 minutes, depicting the rarity of long game delays and postponements.

The probability of a potential disaster, like the probability of delay, also decreases with increasing distance from the stadium. The highest probability, 29.7%, exists when a strike occurs in the 1-2-mile radius ring. The probability of a potential disaster strike becomes statistically significantly different from this value at the 5-6-mile radius ring, where the probability drops to 14.5%. The lowest chance of a potential disaster strike,
Figure 4: Season Climatology CG Lightning Density using a 4-km Grid

(3.7%), exists when the initial strike occurs within the 14-15 mile ring. This result indicates the current NCAA policy of delay games when a strike occurs within 6-15 miles of the stadium is the best practice. When a potential disaster strike occurred, the lead time ranged from about seven minutes in the 1-2-mile radius ring to around 17 minutes for the 11-12-, 12-13-, and 14-15-mile radius rings (Figure 7). The small number of potential disaster events in the dataset resulted in a larger variability of potential disaster lead times within individual radii when compared to other variables. There is not a statistically significant decrease from the 17-minute lead time until the 3-4-mile radius ring. Although the greatest lead time exists in the 11-12-mile radius ring, this is likely a result of the small sample size and large variability. While the longer lead time from a strike in the 11-12 mile radius ring would be beneficial in an evacuation scenario, the low probability of a potential disaster strike actually occurring (5.2%) means there would be many false alarms and an evacuation may not be the most viable option.

Conclusion

The results justify the effectiveness of current NCAA lightning guidelines. Initial lightning strikes within a 6-mile radius of the stadium resulted in a higher probability of potential disaster than did initial strikes between 6-15 miles. Additionally, no statistically significant differences occurred either temporally or spatially, justifying the same set of rules for the entire study domain; more lightning strikes occurring within an area did not necessarily equate to a greater risk of delays or potential disaster. Future research may look to expand upon the area of the domain used in this study and attempt to justify temporal and spatial divides in other regions. Across the domain of this research, it is important to note that the risk associated with playing football games during the last week of August is much higher than any other week in the season. This is mainly due to the numerous pulse thunderstorms that occur across the area in late summer. Most of these thunderstorms are short-lived but can still produce frequent cloud-to-ground lightning. Regardless of the time of season, the authors emphasize the use of a meteorologist or a trained person to monitor lightning in real time to help minimize the risk of disaster. The greatest concern to a NCAA football game in regards to lightning is in fact the potential for strikes within the potential disaster zone. The probabilities of potential disaster strikes presented in this research may seem relatively low, but the actual area encompassed within one mile of the center-point of the stadium is also quite small. Additionally, the results, like NCAA guidelines, do not take into account storm motion relative to the stadium. Therefore, there are many ways a storm could pose no risk to the stadium, but would affect an area within 15 miles of the stadium. These instances could include storms that form on the leeward side of the stadium or storms that only partially clip the periphery of the 15-mile radius ring. The methods used in this research found an average delay time of just over 60 minutes. Most (95%) delays are between about 50 and 70 minutes. These delays are long enough that a stadium evacuation would seem warranted to spectators and is justified to minimize risk of life. This also highlights the rarity of lightning being the cause for postponements in NCAA football, with only 2.5% of delays lasting longer than about 70 minutes. This study used only cloud-to-ground lightning data due to the threat it poses to human life. NCAA rules do not specify that a lightning flash must be cloud-to-ground; therefore delays will be more frequent and longer in reality than in the study. Some universities use trained meteorologists who observe real-time cloud-to-ground lightning data while other universities may only have an

Figure 5: 95% confidence intervals for when initial strike occurred within 6 miles and from 6 - 15 miles away from the stadium for probability of a potential disaster strike and (b) lead time before a potential disaster strike
observer watching the skies.

Future work may look at expanding the domain not only in the United States but also into other portions of the world. Similar methods could be implemented to investigate the lightning risk to other sports, both professional and collegiate, as well as other outdoor venues such as concerts and fairs. The policies associated with these other outdoor activities may not be strictly defined, giving further justification for understanding the related lightning risk.
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